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Abstract. The article presents the examples of practical application of the procedure for 
non-stationary signals processing. The developed method – procedure of linear decimation (PLD), 
short-time PLD and other enhancements to the standard PLD were applied for signal analysis of 
vibrations of turbine engines in unstable operating conditions. The rotational speed of driving shaft 
was adapted as a reference signal. The results were enclosed for turbine running-up and coasting 
state. 
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1. Introduction 
Diagnosing rotary-machine states in variable real-time conditions is vital for their operation 
safety. Early detection of conditions of incorrect operational processes, as well as of arising 
damage development can often prevent from failures or serious accidents [2]. The procedure of 
linear decimation (PLD) [4, 10] has been successfully tested in diagnostic systems for 
non-stationary cyclical machines. Appling the PLD offers the possibility to increase the energy 
contributions of time- and frequency- symptomatic components of the signal. 
Early detection of failure is determined not solely by a proper detection procedure but also by 
electronic implementation of diagnostic device [9]. Hardware (FPGA) implementation of the PLD 
compared to microprocessors or digital signal processors (DSP) can significantly reduce the 
calculations time. Furthermore, FPGA implementation of the PLD allows increasing signal 
sampling frequency, which results in more accurate spectra selectivity [8, 11]. 
2. Procedure of linear decimation (PLD) 
Procedure of linear decimation involves the dynamic signal resampling in accordance with 
rotation speed variations [1]. It assumes linear approximation of cycle variations curbed by values 
representing its beginning cycle time Θ௣ and its end cycle time Θ௞. In other words, it involves the 
deletion of sample-cluster variations proportional to the cycle and maintaining the constant 
sample-per-cycle number.  
The key element is to define decimation coefficient ܦܿ௄. This coefficient characterizes the 
increment of signal resampling [1]. It changes in accordance with the increase or decrease of the 
rotation speed, i.e. with the cycle variations. By adapting the final decimation coefficient, we can 
determine its variations in accordance with linear signal trend.  Selecting final decimation 
coefficient enables to reduce the signal to the stationary form in the observation window for the 
last cycle, which is very convenient in real-time analysis. 
3. Research object 
After successful laboratory tests on rotary machines in full frequency-band range, it was decided 
to test the method on a device of much greater rotation speed. For those tests a LM 2500 turbine was 
selected. This turbine normally works as engines of Navy Academy ships [7]. Cross section of the 
tested engine is enclosed in Fig. 1 along with the descriptions of its individual elements. Rotation 
speed of the shaft was a reference speed of the executed decimation procedure algorithm. 
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Fig. 1. Cross section engine LM 2500 [7] 
4. PLD capabilities 
Experiment was conducted in stabilized turbine operating conditions, during its run-up. It also 
included variable work loading of tested LM 2500 engine. 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 2. Amplitude spectrum of LM 250 engine in rotational frequency band in ron-up conditions:  
a) amplitude spectrum, b) amplitude spectrum after PLD 
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Fig. 2 presents amplitude spectrum of vibration acceleration for non-stable working conditions. 
Fig. 3 presents amplitude spectrum of vibration acceleration for non-stable working conditions in 
rotation frequency band. 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 3. Amplitude spectrum of LM 250 engine in rotational frequency band in ron-up conditions  
in rotation frequency band: a) amplitude spectrum, b) amplitude spectrum after PLD 
Fig. 2 and Fig 3. contains amplitude spectrum of vibration acceleration during run-up: a) 
spectral analysis, b) spectral analysis after applying procedure of linear decimation. Enhancement 
of spectral selectivity occurs at shaft frequencies corresponding with reference speed. After 
applying decimation procedure, components not synchronized formerly with reference speed 
become fuzzy and the components representing vibrations of propelling shafts, earlier fuzzy, now 
become distinct. Therefore, the PLD is efficient for linear change of rotational speed. For non-
linear change of rotational speed, a short time procedure of linear decimation (STPLD) was 
developed. The STPLD was employed e.g. in the vibration analysis of GTD-350 engine which is 
incorporated in MI-2 helicopter [4]. Hardware implementation of the STPLD and its employment 
for vibration analysis of tooth gear was presented in [11]. 
5. Conclusions 
Experiments conducted on LM 2500 engine brought positive assessment of the effects of 
applying innovative method of processing non-stationary signals – procedure of linear decimation. 
The PLD hardware implementation based on FPGA programmable systems gives the possibility 
of diagnosing cyclical machines at variable operating conditions in real time. The benefit of 
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implementing this method in FPGAs is parallel signal processing [5]. This results are much shorter 
analysis time in comparison to the processor implementations, especially when high sampling 
frequency is considered.  
Designed and constructed device (PUD) contains analog-to-digital converters with sampling 
frequency of 10 MS/s, which enabled to test the developed procedures in high-frequency band at 
great variations of rotational frequencies. Besides, a novel short-time PLD method was developed, 
enabling to adapt the approximation to the cycle changes. That put an end to the problem of non-
linear trend change and minimized the error resulted from the original PLD assumption of linear 
cycle trend in the observation window. 
This solution has brought the method nearer to the order analysis without the necessity of 
applying interpolation filters. 
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